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>Increased firefighter safety

>Easily controlled initial discharge

>90' range at 150 NP

>Adjustable gallonage flow

>Four times faster knockdown than water
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ou will be hearing this around the firehouse soon as Y
fire fighters discover Firematic Manufacturing’s new 

®Foam Blower. Porta-CAFS  is a high volume low pressure 

compressed air foam applicator that attaches to a 

commercial grade back pack blower. The patented Porta-

CAFS unit is designed for use in the woods, on threatened 

structures in the wildland urban interface, at a car fire, 

dumpster fire — any time, any place you need a lot of 

foam, fast.

Do more with less!
Smaller vehicles, less man power, and less water usually 

spells doom, but not with Porta-CAFS.  Adding Porta-CAFS 

to a vehicle like the Firematic B.R.A.T., with a 400 gallon 

water tank and FoamPro unit, will provide more fire fighting 

power than you ever imagined possible. The Porta-CAFS 

mixing chamber also 

u t i l i zes  ad jus tab le  

gallonage flow inserts 

so you can deliver wet 

foam for attack, or dry 

f oam fo r  exposu re  

protection.  

Increased Safety!

Porta-CAFS provides an easily controlled initial discharge.  

The Porta-CAFS patented mixing chamber design counter 

balances the reaction force of the water.  This provides 

smooth, accurate application from greater distances, 

providing increased firefighter safety.
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New Patented Technology
“I wish I had thought of that...”

Porta-CAFS allows you to put minimal water to greater use...

ALL WITH A 1" BOOSTER LINE

The high-volume, low-pressure Porta-CAFS foam blower 

also provides:

! Four times faster knockdown than water

! Reduced water damage

! Less rekindles

! Rapid cooling effect

! Increased foam effectiveness

! Increased fire stream reach

! Better foam adhesion

! More heat resistance

! Longer lasting than conventional foams

How does it work?

It’s Easy. Strap on the Porta-CAFS equipped blower.  Hook 

up a booster hose that supplies a water foam mixture, and 

turn it on. The foam water mixture can come from an on 

board foam system, or even a pre-mixed booster tank.  

Porta-CAFS unique design allows for greater reach while 

providing larger expansion ratios. It can cover a house in 

minutes with foam that will last for hours, protecting the 

structure from wildfire exposures. You can dig deep down 

into years of underbrush, or lob the foam onto tall pine trees 

to create a fire break.  Porta-CAFS is that versatile, and that 

powerful. If you are currently investigating what piece of fire 

fighting equipment will increase your department’s 

capabilities per dollar spent, consider Porta-CAFS.  All the 

power of traditional Compressed Air Foam at a fraction of 

the cost — and portable too!

For more information you can visit the Porta-CAFS website 

at www.foamblower.com or call 631-924-3181.
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